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ABSTRACT: Cysteine dioxygenase (CDO) is a vital enzyme
for human health involved in the biodegradation of toxic
cysteine and thereby regulation of the cysteine concentration
in the body. The enzyme belongs to the group of nonheme iron
dioxygenases and utilizes molecular oxygen to transfer two
oxygen atoms to cysteinate to form cysteine sulfinic acid
products. The mechanism for this reaction is currently dis-
puted, with crystallographic studies implicating a persulfenate
intermediate in the catalytic cycle. To resolve the dispute we
have performed quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics
(QM/MM) calculations on substrate activation by CDO enzymes using an enzyme monomer and a large QM active region. We
find a stepwise mechanism, whereby the distal oxygen atom of the iron(II)-superoxo complex attacks the sulfur atom of cysteinate to
form a ring structure, followed by dioxygen bond breaking and the formation of a sulfoxide bound to an iron(IV)-oxo complex. A
sulfoxide rotation precedes the second oxygen atom transfer to the substrate to give cysteine sulfinic acid products. The reaction
takes place on several low-lying spin-state surfaces via multistate reactivity patterns. It starts in the singlet ground state of the
iron(II)-superoxo reactant and then proceeds mainly on the quintet and triplet surfaces. The initial and rate-determining attack of
the superoxo group on the cysteinate sulfur atom involves a spin-state crossing from singlet to quintet. We have also investigated an
alternative mechanism via a persulfenate intermediate, with a realignment of hydrogen bonding interactions in the substrate binding
pocket. However, this alternative mechanism of proximal oxygen atom attack on the sulfur atom of cysteinate is computed to be a
high-energy pathway, and therefore, the persulfenate intermediate is unlikely to participate in the catalytic cycle of CDO enzymes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mononuclear nonheme iron-containing enzymes are com-
mon enzymes in the body involved in key biochemical processes
for human health. Because of their large versatility of substrate
activation they are implicated with a broad range of catalytic
functions.1 A large group of these mononuclear nonheme iron
containing enzymes utilize R-ketoglutarate as a cosubstrate and
act as dioxygenases (R-ketoglutarate-dependent dioxygenases)2

with biochemical functions that, e.g., includeDNA and RNA base
repair, molecular responses to hypoxia, and oxygen sensing.3,4

Generally, these enzymes bind R-ketoglutarate to an iron(II)
center that is linked to the protein backbone via a 2His/1Asp
facial triad ligand motif,5 while substrate binds in the vicinity.
Dioxygen binding to the iron center typically leads to decarbox-
ylation of R-ketoglutarate to form succinate and an iron(IV)-oxo
species that is the active oxidant of substrate hydroxylation
reactions.6 High-valent iron(IV)-oxo complexes have been iden-
tified as the active oxidant of many heme and nonheme mono-
and dioxygenases and are known to efficiently abstract hydrogen

atoms from aliphatic substrates.1,7 The iron(IV)-oxo active
species of two R-ketoglutarate dependent dioxygenases, namely,
taurine/R-ketoglutarate dioxygenase (TauD) and prolyl-4-hy-
droxylase, have been trapped and characterized by resonance
Raman,M€ossbauer, and extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) studies.8

Despite the fact that most mononuclear nonheme iron
dioxygenases have a 2His/1Asp structural motif, there are several
dioxygenases with different ligand binding motifs.9 For example,
acetylacetone Dke1 contains a transition metal active site where
three histidine groups bind to the metal,10 while in quercetin
dioxygenase the metal is bound to the side chains of three
histidine and one glutamic acid group via a 3His/1Glu structural
motif.11 Another mononuclear nonheme iron dioxygenase with a
3His metal binding motif is cysteine dioxygenase (CDO), which
is a vital enzyme for human health involved in the metabolism of
toxic cysteine in the body (Scheme 1).12 Thus, a decline in CDO
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activity has been associated with neurological disorders,13 in-
cluding diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s.14 Because
of its importance for human health, many studies have been
reported on the catalytic mechanism of cysteine dioxygenation
by CDO enzymes.15,16

There are various enzymes in nature apart from CDO that
catalyze S-oxygenation reactions, including heme enzymes, such
as the cytochromes P4507,17 and the nonheme iron enzyme
nitrile hydratase.18 The nitrile hydratases contain a cysteinate
group ligated to the metal, which has been shown to be
oxygenated in the reaction mechanism.19 This discovery led
to the synthesis and study of many biomimetic complexes
containing an iron ligated to a thiolate group.20 Indeed some
of these complexes react with dioxygen to form oxygenated
metal-ligands. Recently, a biomimetic model of CDO was
created, which also reacted with molecular oxygen via a metal-
ligand S-oxygenation.21

Figure 1 displays an extract of the active site of CDO as taken
from the 2IC1 protein databank (pdb) file.22 The metal is linked
to three imidazole groups of His86, His88, and His140 that form a
facial triad typical for nonheme iron dioxygenases. Substrate
cysteinate binds as a bidentate ligand through the thiolate and
amine groups that are located trans to the His140 and His88
ligands, respectively. The last binding site of iron is vacant in
Figure 1 but is reserved formolecular oxygen. The carboxylic acid
group of substrate cysteinate forms a salt bridge with the
methylguanidinium group of Arg60. Further hydrogen-bonding
interactions that stabilize this salt bridge come from the phenol
group of Tyr157 and the imidazole group of His155. An interesting
feature of the active site of CDO is the covalent linkage between
the thiolate side chain of Cys93 with the aromatic ring of Tyr157. It
has been hypothesized23 that substrate binding to the active
center leads to the formation of this Cys93-Tyr157 linkage. Site-
directed mutations showed that this linkage improved the
catalytic efficiency 10-fold but it is not clear how.12b

To gain insight into dioxygen activation by nonheme iron
containing enzymes and their ligand systems, we performed a
series of density functional theory (DFT) studies on TauD as
well as on CDO enzymes.16,24 These studies were focused on the
oxygen activationmechanism for CDO and three of its active-site
mutants, whereby one of the His ligands was replaced by a
carboxylic acid group. The calculations highlighted the impor-
tance of the 3His ligand system in CDO enzymes to accommo-
date optimal substrate dioxygenation. Calculations on CDO
mutants with a 2His/1Asp structural ligand system gave in-
creased reaction barriers and in some cases a mechanism that
stops after one oxygen atom is transferred.16b Our DFT study on
the active site of CDO enzymes established a possible

mechanism of the oxygen activation process (mechanism I in
Scheme 2).16 It was proposed that the dioxygen molecule binds
in an end-on fashion (A) and that the dioxygen activation process
starts with attack of the distal oxygen atom (Od) on the sulfur of
the cysteinate side chain via a barrierTSA to form a ring structure
with an S-Fe-O-O four-membered ring (B). A subsequent
dioxygen bond breakage via a barrier TSB then leads to cysteine
oxide and an iron(IV)-oxo species (C). The sulfoxide group
undergoes an internal rotation via a barrierTSC tomake space for
the second incoming oxygen atom (StructureC0). A fast rebound
reaction via barrier TSD leads to cysteine sulfinic acid products
(D). DFT studies established that the rate-determining step in
this process is the barrier via TSA and that a conversion from a
ground state singlet spin state to a quintet spin state precedes the
barrier leading to the ring structure.16

This DFT-based mechanism was disputed by experimental
X-ray studies on a CDO enzyme that detected a persulfenate
intermediate.25 These experimental studies were unable to resolve
whether the persulfenate is an intermediate in the catalytic cycle or
a dead-end product from a side reaction. However, an alternative
mechanism was suggested (mechanism II in Scheme 2),25 where-
by a hydrogen bonding interaction of the phenol group of Tyr157
with the distal oxygen atom of the O2 group in structure A
facilitates the dioxygenation mechanism through an initial S-O
bond formation between the cysteine sulfur atom and the proximal
oxygen atom (Op) to form the persulfenate intermediate
(structure E). Subsequently, the distal oxygen atom forms a bond
with sulfur to form a ring-structure F after which the dioxygen
bond breaks to form a sulfoxide intermediate (G). A final oxygen
atom transfer then gives cysteine sulfinic acid products.

Clearly, the mechanism of CDO enzymes is unresolved and
surrounded by controversies that call for further studies, espe-
cially with regard to the impact of the protein environment on the
mechanism and on the possible involvement of persulfenate
intermediates. Since the earlier computational work had
addressed only small gas-phase model systems and mechanism
I, we decided to reinvestigate cysteine dioxygenation in CDO
enzymes by performing quantum mechanics/molecular
mechanics (QM/MM) calculations26 on a realistic model of
the full enzyme for both proposed mechanisms. Previous DFT
and QM/MM studies on the enzyme cytochrome P450 have
revealed differences in the mechanism and the electronic con-
figuration of active oxidants when the protein environment is
taken into account at the QM/MM level.27 Moreover, Lundberg

Scheme 1. Reaction Catalyzed by CDO Enzymes

Figure 1. Active-site structure of CDO enzymes as taken from the 2IC1
pdb file.22 All amino acids are labeled as in the corresponding pdb file.
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and Morokuma have shown in the case of isopenicillin N
synthase that a QM/MM treatment is required for the dioxygen
binding step in the catalytic cycle, since small model complexes
failed to describe this step correctly.28 In this work, we present
the first QM/MM study on the oxygen activation mechanism in
CDO enzymes via mechanisms I and II. The QM/MM calcula-
tions confirm the dioxygen activation mechanism proposed on
the basis of DFT model calculations and assign the persulfenate
structure as an intermediate of a side reaction. These findings
may also be relevant for other dioxygenases.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Setup of the System. Our calculations use methods and
procedures previously applied in QM/MM studies of the cytochromes
P450 and TauD enzymes.29,30 The initial coordinates were taken from
the pdb file 2IC1, which represents a substrate-boundCDOmonomer.22

Hydrogen atoms were added as well as an O2 molecule to create an
iron(II)-superoxo bound intermediate in the catalytic cycle of CDO.
Solvation and protonation schemes were applied in an analogous
manner as before.27a,31 Briefly, the protonation states of most residues
were determined from the pKa values calculated with the PropKa
program, except for the histidine side chains whose protonation states
were assigned by visual inspection of their local environment as follows:
His20, His81, His82, His92, His165, and His173 were protonated at the NE
atom and His86, His88, His140, and His155 at the ND atom. The overall
systemwas charge neutral and consisted of 24,779 atoms including 7,109
TIP3P water molecules. CDO was solvated in a pre-equilibrated water
sphere of 40 Å and the solvated system was energy minimized followed
by a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation at the MM level using the
CHARMM22 force field32 as implemented in the CHARMM program
package.33 The Fe atom, the dioxygen group, the cysteinate substrate,
and the His86, His88, and His140 residues as well as the outer 8 Å of
solvent layer were kept fixed during the classical energy minimizations
and MD simulations. Energy-minimized snapshots from the MD
trajectories were taken as starting structures for the QM/MM calcula-
tions. The CHARMM22 force field32 served as MM component in all
QM/MM calculations.
B. QM/MM Geometry Optimizations. The active region in

QM/MM geometry optimizations comprised the QM region (see
below) and all residues and water molecules within an 8 Å distance
from Fe or any other active-site atom (dioxygen, His86, His88, His140, or

cysteinate substrate). Consequently, close to 1,500 atoms in the MM
region were fully optimized in the individual snapshots during the QM/
MM calculations, while the remaining MM atoms were fixed.

Transition-state structures were located as follows: Initially detailed
geometry scans between the two local minima were performed in either
direction. The maxima of these geometry scans were used as starting
points of full transition state optimizations. Numerical frequency
calculations were done at the QM/MM level to characterize the
optimized structures as transition states with one imaginary frequency
for the correct mode. Extensive geometry scans from reactants to
products and vice versa on the singlet, triplet, and quintet spin states
confirmed the proposed reaction mechanisms by establishing contig-
uous paths between the stationary points.
C. QM Part of the QM/MM Calculations. Following previous

experience in the field,34-36 our default QM treatment employed
unrestricted hybrid density functional theory (UB3LYP)37,38 in combi-
nation with a Los Alamos-type LACVP basis set on Fe (with a small core
ECP) and 6-31G on the other atoms: basis set B1.39 Full geometry
optimizations were normally done with basis set B1 (unless otherwise
noted). Subsequent single-point calculations on the optimized geome-
tries made use of the Wachters all-electron basis set on iron and
6-31þG* on the remaining atoms in the QM region, basis set B2W.40

To ascertain that our default level is sufficient, we performed additional
geometry optimizations on A, TSA, and B (Scheme 2) using B3LYP/
CHARMM in combination with a larger TZVP basis set,41 which gave
only slightly different results (see section III.A) and thus supported our
choice of basis set B1 for geometry optimizations.

In our previous work on cytochrome P450 enzymes, the QM
approach outlined above was found to reproduce experimental free
energies of activation for aliphatic hydroxylation and epoxidation
reactions within 3 kcal mol-1.34a,34b Moreover, the errors in the barriers
were systematic so that the relative values for a series of aliphatic
hydroxylation reactions were accurate to within 1 kcal mol-1.34c,34d

Benchmark calculations for kinetic isotope effects35 and spectroscopic
(vibrational as well as electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR))
parameters36 also reproduced the available experimental data very well.
For further validation in the present CDO system, we tested the effect of
the chosen density functional on the ordering and relative energies of the
lowest-lying spin states in the iron(II)-superoxo complex by running
single-point calculations using the BLYP,38,42 BP86,42,43 PBE0,44

OLYP,38,45 and OPBE45,46 functionals with basis set B1 on the
UB3LYP/B1 optimized geometries. Since the latter two density

Scheme 2. Suggested Mechanisms of Cysteine Metabolism by CDO Enzymes As Taken from Refs 16 and 23
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functionals have not been implemented in TURBOMOLE yet, these
calculations were done at the QM level using Gaussian 09.47 In addition,
we ran single-point calculations using a dispersion-corrected B3LYP
method (B3LYP-D).48

The complete project generated a considerable amount of data (spin
densities, charge distributions, detailed geometries, potential energy
scans, etc.), which are documented in the Supporting Information that
accompanies this paper.

An electronic embedding scheme49 was adopted in the QM/MM
calculations, whereby the interactions of the electrons in the QM region
with charges in the MM region are incorporated into the one-electron
Hamiltonian of the QM calculation. No cutoffs were introduced for the
nonbonding MM and QM/MM interactions. The QM/MM boundary
was treated with hydrogen link atoms through the charge shift model.
The TURBOMOLE program package50 was used for the QM treatment
in the QM/MM as well as in the pure QM calculations. The CHARMM-
22 force field was run through the DL_POLY51 program to handle the
MM part of the systems. The QM/MM calculations were performed
with the ChemShell package52 that integrates the TURBOMOLE and
DL_POLY programs and performs geometry optimizations with the
HDLC optimizer.53

D. Snapshots. Seven different snapshots were selected from an
initial classicalMD simulation after 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 2000 ps
and subjected to combined QM/MM calculations (full system).
E. QMRegions. We employed four different QM regions: R1, R2,

R3, and R4, as defined in Figure 2. The smallest QM region, R1,
contains the metal, dioxygen, substrate cysteinate (Cys), and imida-
zole groups replacing the three histidine ligands. To test the effect of
secondary sphere amino acids on the substrate dioxygenation
mechanism, we enlarged the QM region with the methylguanidinium
group of Arg60 in R2, which also changes the total charge of the QM
region from neutral to þ1. QM region R3, which is overall neutral in
charge, consists of R1 plus the phenol group of Tyr157, its covalently
linked Cys93 as methylsulfide and another imidazole group for His155.
Our largest QM region, R4, contains R1 and the amino acid side
chains of Arg60, His155, Tyr157, and Cys93 to account for the effects of
all secondary amino acids. Consequently, QM region R4 is also singly
positively charged.
R1 (42 atoms): Fe, O1, O2, Cys202, His86, His88, His140
R2 (55 atoms): R1, Arg60
R3 (68 atoms): R1, His155, Tyr157, Cys93
R4 (81 atoms): R1, Arg60, His155, Tyr157, Cys93

III. RESULTS

A. Benchmark Studies on Accuracy and Reproducibility of
the Methods. Recent work of Lundberg and Morokuma on
dioxygen binding to an iron center of the enzyme isopenicillin
N-synthase showed that DFT calculations on small enzyme
models can give rise to large systematic errors due to the fact
that the interactions of the protein environment with the active
center are not taken into consideration.28 This is particularly
essential for dioxygen binding processes, and therefore, QM/
MM studies should give more reliable structures and energetics
than those obtained with small DFT models. Consequently, we
decided to investigate the catalytic mechanism of CDO enzymes
using QM/MM techniques. Unfortunately, it is impossible to
calibrate our calculations on CDO catalytic cycle intermediates
against experiment due to the absence of spectroscopic data on
dioxygen bound intermediates. Thus, we started our work with
an extensive set of calibration calculations on the reactant,
namely, the Fe(II)-superoxo bound complex of CDO. Specifi-
cally, we tested the reproducibility of the calculations by using a
selection of different MD snapshots, QM regions, density func-
tionals, and basis sets.
First, we computed the iron(II)-superoxo complex (A) in the

lowest-lying singlet, triplet, and quintet spin states using seven
different snapshots (Sn) from the MD simulations taken after 0,
50, 100, 150, 200, 250, and 2000 ps. These values are given in
subscript to the snapshot label; for example, Sn100 denotes
calculations starting from the snapshot taken after 100 ps.
Figure 3 gives the ordering and relative energies of the lowest-
lying spin states for these snapshots. Note that all optimized
geometries of structure A refer to an end-on bound iron(II)-
superoxo group. We made efforts to find a side-on bound
structure which, however, did not succeed since the geometry
optimizations always converged to end-on bound structures
instead. In all cases, the singlet spin state is the ground state
followed by the triplet and quintet spin states, respectively. These
spin state orderings are in agreement with previous studies
on iron(II)-superoxo complexes in taurine/R-ketoglutarate
dioxygenase24c and cytochrome P450 enzymes.54 The iron(II)-
superoxo intermediate in the catalytic cycle of cytochrome P450
is known to have a singlet ground state, both computationally
and experimentally (EPR).54 Recent biomimetic studies on
iron(II)-superoxo and iron(III)-peroxo complexes in porphyr-
in-ligated complexes showed a delicate balance between the two
configurations.55 Apparently, the local environment of the dioxy-
gen moiety in CDO stabilizes the iron(II)-superoxo over the
iron(III)-peroxo species.
The average value and standard deviation of the singlet-

triplet energy gaps (ΔEST) of these snapshots are ΔEST = 4.0(
0.6 kcal mol-1 for the B1 data and ΔEST = 4.3( 0.7 kcal mol-1

for the B2W results. Therefore, within the error bars of the
calculations, both basis sets give the same singlet-triplet energy
gap. The singlet-quintet energy gap (ΔESQ), by contrast, shows
somewhat larger fluctuations among the snapshots, covering a
range of about 4.0 kcal mol-1 for each basis set, with an average
value and standard deviation ofΔESQ = 10.8( 1.6 kcal mol-1 for
basis set B1 andΔESQ = 13.9( 1.7 kcal mol-1 for B2W. Hence,
enlarging the basis set from B1 to B2W has only minor effects on
the computed singlet-triplet energy gaps, whereas the singlet-
quintet energy gaps are more sensitive and generally increase
slightly upon basis set extension. Since all snapshots predict the
same trends and spin state ordering, we decided to perform the

Figure 2. Definition of the four QM regions (R1, R2, R3, and R4) tested
in the calculations.
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dioxygen activation studies using two different snapshots only,
namely, Sn100 and Sn200, which are expected to provide a good
representation of the actual system.
The DFT calculations on the iron(II)-superoxo complex 1,3,5A

from ref 16 are in good agreement with the QM/MM calcula-
tions presented here. They gave a singlet spin ground state with
the triplet and quintet spin states higher in energy byΔEST = 2.6
kcal mol-1 and ΔESQ = 5.9 kcal mol-1 at the B3LYP/B2//
B3LYP/B1 level of theory, where B2 denotes an LACV3Pþ basis
set on iron and 6-311þG* on the other atoms. Inclusion of a
dielectric continuum with ε = 5.7 in the DFT treatment raised
ΔESQ to 8.4 kcal mol-1, while a ΔEST was only marginally
influenced (ΔEST = 2.0 kcal mol-1).16b The previous DFT
calculations give the same spin-state ordering as the present
QM/MM results and are consistent with a small singlet-triplet
energy gap of about 2-4 kcal mol-1. The effect of the protein on
the spin-state ordering and relative energies of the iron(II)-
superoxo complex is thus rather small.

To understand the electronic differences between the various
spin states, consider first the high-lying occupied and low-lying
virtual orbitals of our reactant complex 1A in Figure 4. The
orbitals are dominated bymetal 3d contributions. The lowest one
depicted in Figure 4 is the doubly occupied π*xy orbital, a
nonbonding orbital in the plane of the cysteinate ligand. Some-
what higher in energy is the doubly occupied π*xz orbital, which
is parallel to the O-O bond and shows little interaction with
the dioxygen moiety. There are two singly occupied orbitals in
1A and 3A, namely, the π*yz and π*OO orbitals. The former
represents an antibonding interaction between the metal 3dyz
and a 3p orbital on sulfur and also interacts with the dioxygen
group, while the latter is antibonding along the dioxygen bond.
Finally, the virtual σ*z2 orbital represents the antibonding
combination of 3dz2 on iron with distal and axial ligands as well
as with a σ-orbital on sulfur, whereas the virtual σ*x2-y2 orbital
involves interactions between iron 3dx2-y2 and orbitals on
histidine and substrate amide groups. The orbitals shown in

Figure 3. Relative energies (in kcal mol-1) of the lowest-lying singlet, triplet, and quintet spin states of the iron(II)-superoxo complex (1,3,5A) of CDO
as calculated using seven different snapshots from the MD simulations and QM region R4. All data were obtained with QM/MM using B3LYP/B1
optimizations and QM region R4. Values in parentheses were calculated at the B3LYP/B2W//B3LYP/B1 level of theory.

Figure 4. High-lying occupied and low-lying virtual molecular orbitals of 1A.
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Figure 4 are occupied with six electrons and give an orbital
occupation of π*xy

2 π*xz
2 π*yz

1 π*OO
1 for 1A as assigned with the

arrows next to the orbitals. The triplet spin state (3A) has the
same orbital occupation as the singlet spin state, but the unpaired
electrons are ferromagnetically rather than antiferromagnetically
coupled. As a consequence, 3A and 1A are close in energy, with an
average energy gap of 4.3 kcal mol-1 (B3LYP/B2W) for seven
different MD snapshots (vide supra). The singlet and triplet spin
states have the same orbital occupation in the present QM/MM
and the previous DFT model calculations, and they can both
be characterized as an iron(II)-superoxo complex. In 5A the
system is also described as a iron(II)-superoxo complex, but with
orbital occupation π*xy

2 π*xz
1 π*yz

1 σ*z2
1 π*OO

1.
As already shown by DFT model calculations,16 the 5A state is

an excited state of the iron(II)-superoxo complex of CDO. Its
energy relative to the singlet spin ground state (ΔESQ) is
influenced by the protein environment, as indicated by the
fluctuations in the computed singlet-quintet energy gaps for
our seven QM/MM snapshots (vide supra). Electronically, in
four of the seven snapshots, the 5A state has group spin densities
of FFe = 3.72-3.76, FOO = 0.42-0.56, and FCys =-0.31 through
-0.46 (B3LYP/B2W), which are similar to the DFT values
obtained for the small model complex. These group spin
densities reflect a dominant π*xy

2 π*xz
1 π*yz

1 σ*z2
1 π*OO

1

configuration.16 A natural orbital analysis of the QM/MM wave
function shows some admixture of the π*xy

2 π*xz
1 π*yz

1 σ*z2
1

σ*x2-y2
1 lpS

1 π*OO
1 configuration, which is due to an electron

transfer from a lone pair on the sulfur of cysteinate (lpS orbital)

into a virtual metal-based orbital (σ*x2-y2) with σ-type antibond-
ing interactions along the Fe-S bond. As a consequence, the spin
densities on the metal and the cysteinate ligand are somewhat
larger than expected. Attempts to swap orbitals and create a
configurationally more pure quintet state failed and converged
back to this mixed state. Two of the seven snapshots give
different group spin densities (B3LYP/B2W) with FFe = 2.82
or 2.84, FOO = 0.80 or 0.79, and FCys = 0.31 or 0.30 for Sn150 and
Sn250, respectively. Attempts to swap orbitals in these two cases
failed to converge to the type of quintet state found for the other
snapshots and DFT model complexes. Energetically, there is no
significant difference between the quintet state energies (ΔESQ)
obtained for snapshots Sn150 and Sn250 as compared to the other
snapshots. It thus seems that environmental perturbations affect
the exact nature of the quintet spin state and may lead to a
different mix of energetically close-lying configurations in the
quintet spin-state wave function.
Subsequently, we tested the effect of the size of the QM region

on the spin-state ordering, optimized geometries, and relative
energies. Thus, we investigated two characteristic snapshots
(Sn100 and Sn200) and ran full geometry optimizations using
four different QM regions (R1, R2, R3, and R4) as defined above
in Figure 2. This was done to establish the effect of second sphere
coordination atoms on the optimized geometries and the charge
distributions. Additionally, we performed two more geometry
optimizations on QM region R4: one after a long 2000-ps MD
run (Sn2000) and one on Sn200 using the B3LYP/TZVP method
for the QM region (Sn200-TZVP). Figure 5 shows the optimized

Figure 5. Optimized geometries of the singlet spin iron(II)-superoxo bound species (1A) using different size QM regions (R1, R2, R3, and R4 as defined
in Figure 2). Only the metal and its ligands are shown. All bond lengths are given in angstroms and the dihedral angle S-Fe-O-O (dSFeOO) is given in
degrees. Optimized geometries are obtained from snapshot Sn100 (Sn200) [Sn2000] {Sn200-TZVP}. Relative energies (in kcal mol-1) are based on the B1
results.
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geometries in the singlet spin ground state as well as the adiabatic
excitation energy from the singlet to the lowest-lying triplet
(ΔEST) and quintet (ΔESQ) spin states, respectively. Generally
the optimized bond lengths (UB3LYP/B1) are very similar for
the four QM regions (typically within 0.010 Å, maximum
deviation of 0.030 Å). The same is true for the optimized
geometries in the triplet and quintet spin states (see Supporting
Information). The calculated singlet-triplet energy gaps
with the four QM models lie within a few kcal mol-1, while
the singlet-quintet energy gaps show somewhat larger fluctua-
tions ranging from 9.1 to 14.3 kcal mol-1. It appears, therefore,
that second coordination sphere effects are small and do not lead
to significant changes in the geometry and electronic properties
of the calculated species.
The optimized geometries in Figure 5 show features typical

for a dioxygen bound complex. In all structures the Fe-O
distance is 1.880-1.898 Å and hence somewhat shorter than
found in a DFT model study (1.906 Å)16a and also shorter
than typically calculated for iron(II)-superoxo complexes in
cytochrome P450 enzymes, where values of 1.940 to 2.002 Å
have been reported.54c,56 On the other hand, the O-O
distance calculated for the singlet spin DFT model complex
from ref 16a is midway in the range of values from 1.298-
1.359 Å shown in Figure 5. The O-O distances for the CDO
optimized geometries are close to values reported for heme-
based iron(II)-superoxo complexes.57 Although the three
histidine ligands are anchored to the protein backbone,
surprisingly the three Fe-N distances are very much alike
with a spread of maximally about 0.1 Å. The size of the QM
region has very little effect on the optimized geometries of the
iron with its direct ligands. Moreover, the QM/MM optimized
geometries are very similar to those from a DFT model
study16a which gave Fe-NHis86, Fe-NHis88, and Fe-NHis140

distances of 2.090, 2.055, and 2.014 Å, respectively. The
largest difference between the various QM regions and snap-
shots is found for the dihedral angle between S-Fe-O-O.
In summary, the size of the QM region has very little effect on

the optimized geometries of the active-site region and minor

effects on the relative energies, and the spin-state ordering is the
same in all cases. Nevertheless, tomake sure that the choice of the
QM region will not affect the conclusions drawn in this paper, we
decided to run the complete reaction mechanism calculations
with the large QM region R4.
As further test on basis set effects, we optimized the geometry

of 1A using QM region R4 in Sn200 and the large TZVP basis set
(instead of basis B1). The results displayed in Figure 5 show that
identical spin-state energies between the lowest lying singlet,
triplet, and quintet spin states are obtained from the QM/MM
optimizations with the TZVP and B1 basis sets. Furthermore, the
optimized geometries are very similar, without any dramatic
differences. Consequently, for the remainder of the calculations,
we restricted ourselves to basis set B1 for geometry optimiza-
tions. Previous studies on iron(IV)-oxo model complexes and
their reactivity patterns reported similar trends in energetics from
geometries optimized with a double-ζ quality basis set as
compared to a triple-ζ basis set,58 which further supports our
choice of basis set for these types of calculations.
We now address the local environment of the superoxomoiety

in 1A as calculated with QM(B3LYP/B1)/CHARMM and QM-
(B3LYP/TZVP)/CHARMM. Figure 6 shows the relevant parts
of the corresponding optimized structures which exhibit similar
hydrogen-bonding interactions of the superoxo group with its
local environment. The superoxo group is located in a cavity
surrounded by the amino acid side chains of Cys93, Leu95, Ile133,
His155, Tyr157, and substrate cysteinate. The hydrogen-bonding
donor and acceptor groups of the second-sphere amino acids are
included in the QM region of the calculations, while Leu95 and
Ile133 are part of the MM region. The distal oxygen atom is
involved in hydrogen-bonding interactions with the amine group
of substrate cysteinate and with the imidazole group of His155
(distances of 2.146-2.257 Å). The sulfur atom of Cys93 is
located about 3 Å away from the distal oxygen atom Od,
indicating non-negligible electrostatic interactions. Interestingly,
the proximal oxygen atom forms a hydrogen bond with the
imidazole group of the metal ligand His140. This will force the
proximal oxygen atom into a specific orientation, which may be

Figure 6. Extracts of optimized geometries, with focus on the dioxygen environment of 1A, from QM(B3LYP/B1)/CHARMM and QM(B3LYP/
TZVP)/CHARMM (data in parentheses). Bond lengths are given in angstroms. Calculations were done with QM region R4, but only selected QM and
MM atoms are shown.
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reason why we were unable to locate the side-on bound isomer of
the iron(II)-superoxo or iron(III)-peroxo intermediate. Clearly,
the superoxo group in 1A is held in position by several moder-
ately strong interactions and is thus expected to be fairly rigid in
its local environment.
A final set of calibration calculations were done using seven

different density functionals: B3LYP, BLYP, BP86, PBE0,
B3LYP-D, OLYP, and OPBE. In transition metal complexes
the choice of the density functional can sometimes influence
spin-state orderings and relative energies dramatically and
should therefore be thoroughly calibrated.59 Thus, with hybrid
functionals such as B3LYP high spin states are generally

stabilized, whereas closed-shell configurations tend to be favored
with pure density functionals such as BP86. Furthermore, it has been
shown that dispersion-corrected density functional methods, such
as B3LYP-D, give superior performance in calculating spin-
state energetics.60 To test the sensitivity of our QM/MM results
with regard to the chosen functionals, we calculated the lowest-lying
singlet, triplet, and quintet spin states of the iron(II)-superoxo
bound structure (1,3,5A) using seven commonly employed density
functionals. Figure 7 displays the spin-state ordering and relative
energies obtained on B3LYP/B1 optimized geometries.
All density functionals predict a singlet spin ground state that

is separated from the other spin states by at least 2.7 kcal mol-1.

Figure 7. Relative energies (in kcal mol-1) of the lowest-lying singlet, triplet, and quintet spin states of the iron(II)-superoxo complex of CDO (A) as
calculated with seven different density functional methods. Single-point calculations using basis set B1 on optimized B3LYP/B1 structures were
performed using snapshot Sn200 and QM region R4.

Figure 8. Potential energy profile of dioxygen activation byCDOenzymes starting from the iron(II)-superoxo complex (1,3,5A) usingQM region R4. All
energies are in kcal mol-1 relative to 1A. The two values given for each structure represent ΔE and ΔEþZPE. QM(B3LYP/B2W)/MM energies ΔE
were obtained from single-point calculations on QM(B3LYP/B1)/MM optimized geometries, and zero-point energies ZPE were determined at the
QM(B3LYP/B1)/MM level; the surface follows the ΔEþZPE data. Values given in square brackets refer to QM(B3LYP/TZVP)/MM energies ΔE
obtained after geometry optimizations at this level.
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All give the triplet spin state well below the quintet spin state,
except for PBE0, where the order is reversed and the energy
difference between triplet and quintet is small (only 0.6 kcal
mol-1). Consequently, the PBE0 functional is probably least
suitable for the studies presented here. On average the triplet
state is 4.7( 1.3 kcal mol-1 above the singlet ground state, with
the B3LYP result closest to the average. As expected, there is
some fluctuation in the relative energy of the quintet spin state,
which is destabilized when using pure density functionals, such as
BLYP and BP86. This is a common feature for these types of
DFT methods.59 If we exclude the results obtained with BLYP
and BP86, the average singlet-quintet energy gap is 10.0 ( 3.7
kcal mol-1. Again, the B3LYP result seems to be closest to the
average. In any event, all methods agree that the quintet spin state
is an excited state that lies appreciably above the singlet ground
state of the iron(II)-superoxo bound species. In the remainder of
this article, we shall use the B3LYP functional exclusively, in view
of the present validation and its well-established performance in
computational studies of iron containing enzymes.54c,56

B. Dioxygen Activation via Mechanism I. Subsequently, we
studied the dioxygen activation reaction by cysteinate via Me-
chanism I (Scheme 2) as calculated with QM/MM methods
using snapshot Sn200 and the largest QM region R4 (81 atoms).
The calculated potential energy profile is shown in Figure 8,

while optimized geometries of the critical points are given in
Figure 9. The optimized geometries of the local minima and
transition states show little geometric distortion in the second-
sphere amino acids included in the QM region. Thus, the
hydrogen bond distances between Tyr157 and the carboxylic acid
group of cysteinate (or its derivative) range between 1.550 and
1.587 Å, and so do salt bridge distances between Arg60 and this
carboxylate group. The hydrogen bonding between His155 and
Tyr157 is somewhat more flexible, with pertinent distances
ranging
from 2.518 Å in 1A via 2.672 Å in 5B to 2.277 Å and 2.048 Å in 3C
and 3C0, respectively. Given this situation, we only show the
metal and its ligands in Figure 9, although it should be empha-
sized that the geometry optimizations were donewithQM region
R4, which includes the side chains of Arg60, His155, Tyr157, and
Cys93. In all optimized geometries, the proximal oxygen atom
forms a hydrogen bondwith the imidazole group of His140, which
remains twisted during the reaction.
As follows from Figure 8, the reaction takes place via multistate

reactivity patterns on competing singlet, triplet, and quintet spin-
state surfaces, similar to substrate hydroxylation by heme and
nonheme iron(IV)-oxo oxidants.61 Although the singlet spin
state is the ground state for the iron(II)-superoxo complex (A), a
spin-state crossing to the quintet spin state initiates the reaction

Figure 9. Extracts of the optimized geometries for mechanism I of cysteine dioxygenation by CDO as calculated by QM(B3LYP/B1)/MM using
snapshot Sn200. Values are given for the singlet (triplet) [quintet] spin states; the data in curly brackets come fromQM(B3LYP/TZVP)/MM geometry
optimizations. Bond lengths are given in angstroms and imaginary transition-state frequencies in wavenumbers. All structures depicted here were
optimized using QM region R4. The second-sphere amino acids in the QM region are not shown.
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to form a quintet spin ring structure (5B). This crossing occurs
slightly before (after) the transition state 1TSA for S-O bond
formation when using the TZVP (B1) basis set for geometry
optimization. The resulting quintet intermediate with a four-
membered ring (5B) undergoes dioxygen bond cleavage leading
to a sulfoxide and an iron-oxo species (C) via a barrier of
ΔEþZPE = 2.9 kcal mol-1 (B3LYP/B2W). This reaction is
highly exothermic at B3LYP/B2W level, and 13.5 kcal mol-1 of
energy is released in the quintet spin state. Intermediate C has a
lower-lying triplet state, that is, 3C is below 5C by 8.3 kcal mol-1

(B3LYP/B2W). The sulfoxide intermediate 5C probably has a
short lifetime since only a small reaction barrier 5TSC of 3.0 kcal
mol-1 separates it from the rotated sulfoxide structure 5C0.
During the rotation from C to C0 the Fe-S bond in C breaks,
and a rotation around the C-C bond moves the sulfur atom
away from the metal and gives the oxygen atom the opportunity
to bind instead. In the resulting structure (C0) the sulfur atom is
freely accessible for the second oxygen atom, while the sulfoxide
oxygen atom binds to iron. On the triplet spin-state surface this
barrier is substantially higher (13.2 kcal mol-1 via 3TSC). The
rotated sulfoxide structure C0 also has a triplet spin ground state
with the quintet spin state 0.3 kcal mol-1 higher in energy. Both
C and C0 are thus iron(IV)-oxo complexes with a triplet spin
ground state. This spin-state ordering is supported by experi-
mental and computational studies of nonheme iron(IV)-oxo
complexes that tend to give a triplet spin ground state.62,63 By
contrast, the iron(IV)-oxo species of TauD has a quintet spin
ground state due to a 2His/1Asp ligand system that decreases the
π*xy/σ*x2-y2 energy gap through strong ligand interactions and
hence stabilizes the quintet state over the triplet.63 The σ*x2-y2

orbital is lowered in energy when strong anionic ligands are
bound to themetal in the xy plane of symmetry (perpendicular to
the Fe(IV)dO axis). In structuresC andC0 in CDO, the xy plane
of symmetry contains two histidine ligands and a sulfoxide group,
which are all neutral. By contrast, in TauD there are two
carboxylic acid groups bound to the metal in the xy plane, and

as a consequence, the σ*x2-y2 orbital is lowered in energy and a
quintet ground state is created, while structuresC andC0 in CDO
have a triplet ground state. The final step leading to cysteine
sulfinic acid products (C0 f D) has the smallest barrier on the
quintet spin-state surface (6.1 kcal mol-1 at B3LYP/B2W).
Previous DFT studies of the reactivity of nonheme iron(IV)-
oxo complexes also gave lower reaction barriers in the quintet
spin state as compared to the triplet spin state, in agreement with
what is found here.24,61b,63,64 The product complex has a quintet
ground state. The overall reaction exothermicity is 38.7 kcal
mol-1 with B3LYP/B2W. This value compares well with reac-
tion exothermicities calculated for substrate hydroxylation and
epoxidation by iron(IV)-oxo oxidants, where the reaction
exothermicities were shown to be governed by the energies of
the bonds that are broken and formed.34c,34d,58c

The overall reaction mechanism calculated with QM-
(B3LYP)/MM is similar to that reported before using DFT
model complexes,16 although there are some significant dif-
ferences. However, these differences do not affect the product
distributions or the rate-determining steps in the mechanism.
All our theoretical studies predict a singlet spin iron(II)-
superoxo complex that undergoes S-O bond formation with
cysteinate via a spin crossing to the quintet spin-state surface.
The rate-determining barrier in all cases is this spin state
crossing to 5TSA on the path to the ring structure. In the
following steps, we find multistate reactivity patterns on
competing triplet and quintet spin-state surfaces with QM/
MM, whereas the DFT model calculations16 predict the
quintet and triplet spin states of C, C0, and D to be well
separated with a quintet spin ground state. On the quintet
spin-state surface, each intermediate is computed to be lower
in energy than its precursor, at both levels.
We note that full QM/MM geometry optimizations with

UB3LYP/TZVP closely reproduce the results obtained with
UB3LYP/B1 and confirm the corresponding mechanistic con-
clusions. Test calculations with QM regions R1 and R4 further

Figure 10. Overlay of the optimized geometries of 1A (in red) and 1A0 (in blue) obtained with QM region R4. The inset shows the FeO2 with cysteinate
and opposing histidine ligands in a different view. Selected bond distances are in angstroms and dihedral angles in degrees. Also shown is the relative
energy between 1A and 1A0 and the group spin densities calculated at the QM(B3LYP/B1)/MM level.
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indicate that the results are not too sensitive with regard to the
choice of the QM region (see Supporting Information for further
details).
C. Dioxygen Activation via Mechanism II. Crystal structure

analysis led to the proposal of an alternative mechanism for cysteine
activation by CDO enzymes (mechanism II in Scheme 2), where
the sulfur group of cysteinate attacks the proximal oxygen atom to
form a persulfenate complex, facilitated through a hydrogen bond-
ing interaction of the distal oxygen atom with the phenol proton of
Tyr157.

25 To test this hypothesis, we first optimized the geometries
(using QM region R4) of the rotated dioxygen bound complexes
1,3,5A0, which contain a direct hydrogen bond between the phenol
OH group of Tyr157 and the distal oxygen atom of O2. These
structures are significantly higher in energy than structure 1A, by
12.5, 9.0, and 19.7 kcal mol-1 at theQM(B3LYP/B1)/MM level of
theory. Figure 10 displays the overlay of optimized geometry of 1A0
and 1A as calculated with QM/MM using B3LYP/B1.
Obviously, 1A and 1A0 are very much alike in their geometric

features. The Fe-S distance is somewhat shortened by 0.016 Å,
while the Fe-O distance is slightly elongated by 0.030 Å when
going from 1A to 1A0. The key difference, however, is the rotation
of the phenol OH group of Tyr157, with a switch of the hydrogen
bond from the carboxylic acid group of the substrate in 1A to the
distal oxygen atom of the superoxo group in 1A0. The corre-
sponding QM(B3LYP/B1)/MM hydrogen bond distances are
1.585 Å in 1A and 1.719 Å in 1A0. The latter hydrogen bond is
obviously weaker, and hence 1A0 is less stable than 1A. Because of

the reorientation of the Tyr residue, the dioxygen moiety is bent
toward the Tyr group and the dihedral angle S-Fe-Op-Od

increases to -57.3�.
Electronically, the two isomers 1A and 1A0 are virtually

identical with one unpaired electron each on a metal based
orbital (π*xz) and an antibonding orbital along the O-O bond
(π*OO), whereby the former orbital contains a β-spin electron
and the latter an R-spin electron. Reorientation of the phenol
OH group of Tyr157 results in sizable loss of polarization on
the individual oxygen atoms in the dioxygen group, and the
spin densities change from FOp = 0.34 and FOd = 0.67 in 1A to
FOp = 0.46 and FOd = 0.53 in 1A0. At the same time, the iron loses
some of its unpaired spin density (0.07 units) and so does the
cysteinate substrate (0.06 units). This change in polarizationmay
affect the reaction mechanism of cysteine activation.
Subsequently, we investigated the attack of the proximal

oxygen atom (Op) on the sulfur atom of substrate cysteinate.
The computed geometry scans and the optimized geometries of
the critical points are shown in Figure 11. They indicate high-
energymechanisms with reaction barriers well over 30 kcal mol-1

on the singlet and triplet spin-state surfaces. These barriers are
much higher than those obtained for mechanism I (see Figure 8)
which is thus clearly favored. In the case of the quintet spin state,
the geometry scan failed and led to the formation of a ring
structure similar to structure 5B discussed in the previous section.
The initial points of the scan on the quintet surface are, however,
already higher in energy than the rate-limiting barriers of

Figure 11. Geometry scans for attack of sulfur on the proximal oxygen atom. Single-point QM(B3LYP)/MM energies obtained with the B1 (B2W)
[TZVP] basis set on QM(B3LYP/B1)/MM-optimized geometries using QM region R4, given in kcal mol-1 relative to 3A0. Also shown are the
optimized geometries of 1A0, of the last point of the singlet and triplet geometry scans, and of the “persulfenate”’ structures 1,3,5E,with bond lengths given
in angstroms.
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mechanism I. In conclusion, our QM/MM calculations thus rule
out the persulfenate structure as an intermediate in the catalytic
cycle of CDO enzymes.
Optimized geometries starting from the last points of these

geometry scans are included at the bottom of Figure 11. These
QM(B3LYP/B1)/MM geometry optimizations were done with-
out geometric constraints. In both the singlet and the triplet, the
dioxygen bond weakens dramatically to well over 2 Å. In the
triplet spin state the dioxygen bond lengthens to 2.417 Å, so that
this species is actually a sulfoxide with a nearby oxygen atom
rather than the expected persulfenate structure. The proximal
oxygen atom Op is still held in position by a donating hydrogen
bond from the phenol group of Tyr157. The Fe-S distance of
2.580 Å and the S-O distance of 1.792 Å (Figure 11) indicate
structural similarities with 3C (Figure 9). In the singlet spin state,
these distances are similar (rFeS = 2.421 Å and rSO = 1.821 Å), but
the dioxygen distance is shorter (2.295 Å). In addition, the distal
oxygen atom has abstracted a proton fromTyr157 to give anOH

-

anion nearby a sulfoxide group. At the same time, the donating
hydrogen bond from His155 is shifted from the phenolate oxygen
atom in the triplet spin-state product to the OH- group in the
singlet spin state. It appears, therefore, that the singlet persulfe-
nate structure is not a stable moiety and will abstract a proton
readily from a nearby proton source.
To ascertain that there is no alternative persulfenate structure

with an intact dioxygen bond, we manually created suitable
starting geometries of a persulfenate bound complex, 1,3,5E,
which however collapsed upon unconstrained full optimization
to structures similar to those found after a full geometry
optimization of the last point of the geometry scans (see data
given at the bottom right of Figure 11). The persulfenate-type
structures 1,3,5E thus rearrange in a barrierless process to
sulfoxides with a nearby oxygen atom. Hence, according to the
QM/MM calculations, persulfenate species are not stable in
the CDO enzyme active-site environment, and the proposed
mechanism II is therefore not supported. It seems likely the
experimentally found “persulfenate” structure actually refers to a
protonated species.
D. Electronic Characterization of Mechanism I. To sum-

marize the QM/MM reaction mechanism of cysteine dioxygena-
tion by CDO enzymes, we now address the changes in electronic
structure during the reaction. The mechanism that emerges from
the QM/MM calculations is given in Scheme 3, which specifies
under each species the orbital occupation of the dominant
electronic configuration. The reaction starts with a spin-state
crossing from the singlet spin state to the quintet spin state with
an electron transfer from π*xz to σ*z2. This happens during attack
of the distal oxygen atom on the sulfur atom of the substrate to
form a dioxygen bridged structure B. On the quintet spin state

this ring closure involves a homolytic S-O bond formation
where the radical on the distal oxygen atom pairs up with one of
the electrons from a lone-pair on sulfur, while the other electron
from the lone-pair is transferred to the σ*x2-y2 orbital, hence

5B
has orbital occupation π*xy

2 π*xz
1 π*yz

1 σ*z2
1 σ*x2-y2

1. Indeed,
the conversion of 1A to 5B leads to an elongation of the Fe-S
bond from 2.314 to 2.953 Å indicative of occupation of the σ*z2
orbital with an extra electron (from 1A to 5A) and transfer of an
electron from π*OO to σ*x2-y2 (from

5A to 5B). Accordingly, the
radical character on the sulfur atom is reduced and the spin
density of the cysteinate group changes from FCys =-0.44 in 5A
to FCys = -0.30 in 5TSA to FCys = 0.09 in 5B (B3LYP/B2W),
whereas the spin density on the dioxygen group drops from FOO
= 0.51 in 5A to FOO = 0.11 in 5B.
Dioxygen bond breaking in 5B gives an iron(IV)-oxo com-

plex with sulfoxide in the triplet spin state (3C) with electronic
configuration π*xy

2 π*xz
1 π*yz

1. By contrast, on the quintet
spin-state surface 5C is an iron(III)-oxo complex with a
sulfoxide radical with orbital occupation π*xy

1 π*xz
1 π*yz

1

σ*z2
1 σ*x2-y2

1 π*SO
1. In the triplet manifold, 3C carries

considerable spin density on the sulfoxide moiety, FSO = -0.51
(B3LYP/B2W). Rotation of the sulfoxide group gives pure iron-
(IV)-oxo sulfoxide complexes 3C0 and 5C0 with electronic con-
figuration π*xy

2 π*xz
1 π*yz

1 and π*xy
1 π*xz

1 π*yz
1 σ*x2-y2

1,
respectively. In the final step of the mechanism, the oxygen atom
is transferred to the sulfoxide, and two electrons are relayed from
the sulfoxide to the metal, which is reduced to the iron(II)
oxidation state with orbital occupation π*xy

2 π*xz
2 π*yz

1 σ*z2
1

and π*xy
2 π*xz

1 π*yz
1 σ*z2

1 σ*x2-y2
1, respectively, for 3D and 5D.

In summary, the QM/MM calculations thus predict multistate
reactivity patterns, with close-lying singlet, triplet, and quintet
spin states participating in the reaction mechanism. The exact
nature of the reactionmechanismwill depend on the efficiency of
spin-state crossings between these spin-state surfaces. If these
crossings are facile such that the system can always access the
lowest energy surface, the reaction will proceed along the
sequence 1A, 5TSA,

5B, 5TSB,
3C, 5TSC,

3C0, and 5TSD to give
5D. In this mechanism the rate-determining step is the spin
crossing from singlet to quintet around TSA. If we assume that
the initial singlet-quintet spin crossing is spin-forbidden such
that the quintet state is not accessible, we arrive at an alternative
mechanismwhere the ferric-dioxygen complex (1A) reacts on the
singlet spin-state surface to form 1B, followed by a surface
crossing to 3B. The reaction then continues on the triplet spin-
state surface via 3TSB,

3C, 3TSC and 3C0 before a spin-state
crossing to the quintet spin state gives 5D products. In this
alternative mechanism, the first step is again rate-determining
(1TSA, 14.1 kcal mol-1), although the subsequent transition state
3TSC is only 0.8 kcal mol-1 lower in energy (B3LYP/B2W). In

Scheme 3. Proposed Mechanism of Cysteine Dioxygenation by CDO Enzymes As Elucidated by QM/MM Studies
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both cases, mechanism I involves a rate-determining spin-state
crossing during the conversion from A to B.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics calculations on
cysteine activation by CDO enzymes are reported. We have
considered two mechanisms starting from the dioxygen bound
intermediate, namely, attack of the proximal or distal oxygen
atoms of O2 on the sulfur of cysteinate. In agreement with earlier
DFT modeling of active-site structures, the QM/MM calcula-
tions favor mechanism I with an initial singlet-quintet crossing
and subsequent transformations on the quintet surface that
involve the transfer of the distal oxygen atom to yield a sulfoxide
bound to an iron(IV)-oxo species followed by the formation of
cysteine sulfinic acid bound to an iron(III) group. Calculations
on mechanism II have identified only high-energy pathways that
will not be able to compete with mechanism I.
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